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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Pressing in to protect our family s hopes, dreams and destinies is
the duty of the woman. Such is the driving force behind this book, to awaken women to travail in
the place of prayer. PUSH LADY PUSH is borne out of a conviction that diligent passionate prayer
yields results. Many of us have neglected these basic principles and have become a prey for Satan,
who is the originator of evil forces. PUSH LADY PUSH is inspired by my personal experience and I
hope it will bless you. Some of the experiences and ideas shared, if applied will enable you
overcome the hills, valleys and every challenge that you may encounter. The Bible says the wise
woman builds her home. (Proverbs14:1) There is no better way to build than through the medium
of prayer. Insurmountable challenges and struggles will crumble when she prays. There is power in
prayer. Mary Queen of Scots once said: I fear the prayers of John Knox, more than the armies of
France. While the content of this book is directed towards ladies, the principles are helpful to...
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ReviewsReviews

Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to find
out.
-- Elinore Vandervort-- Elinore Vandervort

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I am quickly could get a
enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann
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